CIO /
Leadership
Mentoring

A CIO's, ACIO's or Director’s responsibilities can become
overwhelming at times and when someone is thrust into a role or
their role significantly changes, those changes can prove
challenging. MMY can help ease that transition by working with
you and your team to lay out clear objectives and focus on those
items that require the most attention. We can also support and
manage any operational areas that need attention.
Capabilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interim CIO, CTO, ACIO and Director roles
Organizational Strategy and Planning
Controls
Service Excellence
Risk Management
Business Process
IT Strategy and Planning
Enterprise Infrastructure and Architecture

We can break down any or all of the above to fit the
requirements of the given role.
Benefits
As any new leader assumes a position from within the
organization or is brought in from outside it is critical they can
traverse the nuances of the role in a reasonable timeframe.
Helping them come up to speed faster benefits the employee
and the organization.
We’ve Done IT Before
The average MMY Consultant acquires more than 20 years'
experience in his/ her subject area, many having background
within major organizations in the US. Having been there and done
that provides a sounding board for executives to ensure strategies
are well thought out prior to implementation or with just day to
day responsibilities. Another voice or set of hands can help
alleviate a backlog in operational activities and assist to identify
and manage critical events that need to occur.

Why Choose
MMY Consulting?
Complete Engagement Solution
MMY fully supports our customers’
projects from inception to
completion and closure
Best Practice Driven
Our proven methodologies are built
around best practices, and our
templates and tools are designed to
support technical and business goals
Strategic Direction
Our knowledgeable experts address
and drive solutions to complex,
difficult challenges occurring within
healthcare and enterprise
environments
Experience and Commitment
Our team of associates have
experience in multiple industries and
with a variety of clients, we drive
success as your partner and work
with you to bring successful results

www.mmyconsulting.com
317.846.9500
Info@mmyconsulting.com

